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Abstract—In this paper, we propose a novel system for
word spotting and regular expression detection in Handwritten
documents. The proposed approach is lexicon-free, i.e., able to
spot arbitrary keywords that are not required to be known
at the training stage. Furthermore, the proposed system is
segmentation-free, i.e., text lines are not required to be segmented
into words. The originalities of our approach is twofold. First
we propose a new filler model which allows to speed-up the
decoding process. Second, we extend the methodology to search
for regular expressions. The system has been evaluated on a
public handwritten document database used for the 2011 ICDAR
handwriting recognition competitions.

I. INTRODUCTION

The problem of word spotting in handwritten documents
has attracted a lot of attention in the community these last
years. It consists in detecting any given keyword in document
images. This task is important in numerous applications, such
as simply querying textual handwritten documents, but also
automatic categorization, indexation, information retrieval in
handwritten document databases.

Word spotting approaches proposed in the literature fall
into the two following categories. Image based methods, also
known as ”query-by-example”, operate through the image
representation of the keywords [1], [2], [3], [4], [5]. The
recognition based, or ”query-by-string” methods, operate with
the ascii representation of the keywords [6], [7], [8], [9],
[10], [11]. In the first kind of approaches, the input image
is represented as a sequence of features and is matched to
a set of template keyword images. The performance of this
kind of approaches is limited when dealing with a wide
variety of unknown writers. On the contrary, recognition based
approaches are not limited to a single writer, at the expense of
a more complex matching process, derived from conventional
handwriting recognition systems. In this context, many works
has focused on several variants of Hidden Markov Models
(HMMs) to address this intrinsically sequential problem [11],
[9], [10], [7]. We categorize the HMM approaches into two
main categories: word based and line based. In word based
spotting such as [7], the HMM model for each keyword
is trained separately so that the lines of text need to be
segmented into words. The drawbacks of this strategy is that
word segmentation errors are often irreversible, and affect
considerably the recognition step. Moreover, as they use a
global approach, the system is not able to spot words that
are not present in the training set. Using line based spotting
approaches circumvents the segmentation problem [11], [9],
[10]. In [9], authors present an alpha-numerical information

extraction system in handwritten unconstrained documents. It
relies on a global line modeling allowing a dual representation
of the relevant and the irrelevant information. The acceptation
or rejection is controlled by the variation of an hyper-parameter
in the HMM line model. A similar approach is presented in
[10], the line model is made of a left and right filler models
surrounding the keyword model. The acceptation or rejection
is controlled by a text line score based on the likelihood ratio
between a keyword text line model and a filler text line model.
In [11], authors propose a different rejection method that are
not based on filler models. It is based on score normalization
between the keyword candidate and non-keywords scores. A
reduced lexicon is used to overcome the high computational
complexity which results from using all non-keywords. They
show that the proposed method outperforms the line based
approach presented in [10].

In this work, we propose a line based spotting approach
using a new filler model which allow to speed-up the decoding
process. We study the extension of the word spotting system
to the search for regular expressions. To the best of our
knowledge, this problematic has remained unexplored in the
literature.

This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the
proposed keyword spotting model is introduced in detail. Its
spotting extension to regular expressions is given in section 3.
Section 4 describe the whole spotting system. The experimen-
tal evaluation is described in section 5. Conclusion and future
works are drawn in the last section.

II. LINE BASED SPOTTING MODEL

To avoid line segmentation into word, the basic idea is
to create one model for an entire line. It should be made
of one keyword model and a separate model of the filler
(i.e., non-keyword) regions. These two models are joined to
form a composite keyword-filler line model that is used to
perform a recognition. Figure 1 shows the proposed line model
made of a left and right filler models surrounding the keyword
model. The keyword model is constrained to contain the exact
keyword letter sequence at the beginning, in the middle, or
at the end of the text line. To implement this model, we have
chosen to use the Hidden Markov Models. As a matter of fact,
an HMM based framework offers several advantages due to
automatic training of character models on non-segmented lines
(embedded training), and the segmentation-free recognition
paradigm that fits particularly well to a spotting approach.

The filler model is typically an ergodic HMM composed
of all character models, which leads to a high computation
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Fig. 1. Global line model containing the keyword, and the filler model. The
line model is also made of a space model (”SP”), and structural initial and
final models.

complexity at the decoding level. Indeed, the complexity of the
Viterbi algorithm recognizing a line of length T, is measured
by O(TN2), where N is the number of states in the line
model. Assuming that N = 2 ×Nf +NK + 2 ×Nsp, where
Nf is the number of states in the filler, NK is the number
of states in the keyword model and Nsp is the number of
states in the space model, we notice that the number of states
in the filler model can affect considerably the computation
complexity. In practice, for Latin script, we use about 70
models corresponding to lower and upper letters, digits and
some punctuation marks. Given that each model is composed
of several states (usually between 3 and 10), it leads to at least
several hundred of states. In [11], authors present a clustering
algorithm to reduce the number of pre-trained character model
in the filler. Such an approach strongly depends on the test
dataset and on the list of keywords. In this work we propose
a novel filler model consisting of an ergodic HMM composed
of 4 models as shown in Figure 2: an uppercase character
model, a lowercase character model, a digit model and a space
model. Hence the number of states in the filler is reduced
significantly Nf = 16. Unlike [11], these models do not model
specific letters and are trained differently than the keyword
character models, i.e MU (respectively ML) model is trained
in all uppercase (respectively lowercase) character utterances
of the training dataset, and MD model is trained in all digit
utterances. This can be justified by the fact that the filler model
is used to model the non-keywords without explicitly defining
them. The performance of both fillers is given in section 5.
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Fig. 2. Filler models (a) character filler HMM (b) proposed filler HMM: (U)
uppercase character model, (L) lowercase character model,(D) digit model,
(sp) space model

Decoding a text line image represented by an observed
feature vector sequence X = x1, . . . , xN using the global line
model ω is done using the Viterbi algorithm which outputs
as a result the most likely letter sequence and the likelihood
P (X|ω). Nevertheless, it is well known in a verification
tasks like word spotting, that the likelihood is an insufficient
measure. Instead, the posterior probability is considered for
more confident measure, this is known under the name ”score
normalization” in the literature [12]. Applying Bayes’ rule, we

obtain:
P (ω|X) =

P (X|ω)× P (ω)

P (X)

Assuming equal priors P (ω), we only take the terms P (X|ω)
P (X) .

In this work, we present two different methods to evaluate
P (X) : a Filler based strategy and a Vocabulary based strategy.

A. Filler based strategy

Generally, in word spotting problems [13], [7], P (X)
can be calculated by decoding the feature vector sequence
X = x1, . . . , xN using the filler model F . It is demonstrated
in [10] that this normalized line score corresponds to the
normalized keyword score, because the likelihood difference
between the global line model and the filler model is zero
outside the keyword position.

P (X|ω)
P (X)

=
P (Xs,e|K)

P (Xs,e)

The final text line score is obtained by normalizing the
likelihood ratio with the width of the keyword. The detected
keyword is accepted if the normalized likelihood score is
greater than a certain threshold T.

B. Vocabulary based strategy

In this technique, similarly to [11], P (X) is evaluated
using a set of non-Keywords. We proceed in two stages: first,
the most likely start s and end e positions of the keyword are
obtained using the Viterbi decoding of the image line feature
vector sequence X = x1, . . . , xN with the global line HMM.
The second level consists in decoding the detected keyword
portion sequence xs, . . . , xe using a lexicon composed of
all non-keywords to evaluate P (Xs,e). The non-keywords
lexicon can be reduced using the Levenshtein distance to
speed-up the decoding. P (Xs,e|K) is also evaluated by a
Viterbi decoding of the observation sequence xs, . . . , xe with
the keyword HMM. The final score is obtained by normalizing
the likelihood ratio P (Xs,e|K)

P (Xs,e)
with the width of the keyword.

III. EXTENSION TO REGULAR EXPRESSION

Regular expressions represent a way to identify patterns in
a text. They can be used to identify a piece of a text for special
handling. The search for regular expression in handwritten
documents is a very difficult task due to either the variability
of the request, or its lack of constraints. Indeed, if we consider
the task of identifying instances of some entity, the set of
corresponding matches can have variable length. For example,
considering the regular expression corresponding to any words
beginning by ”con”, three words ”cons, contrat, consideration”
are considered as a positive match, made of respectively 4, 7
and 13 letters. When considering the regular expression ”five
letter words”, the set of positives matches is composed of
many different words. Theses difficulties, combined with the
high variability of handwriting explain the lack of studies in
the handwriting literature dealing with the regular expressions
detections.

In order to cope with the variability of string length, we
use a HMM to model a sequence of lowercase letters with a



variable length. Note that this HMM is easily derived from
the lowercase character model (L), by adding a self transition.
Figure 3 shows the global line HMM corresponding to the
request any word beginning by ”con”.

Fig. 3. Global line model corresponding to the query all words beginning
by ”con”

Similarly, Figure 4 shows the the global line HMM corre-
sponding to the request any word ending by ”ant”.

Fig. 4. Global line model corresponding to the query all words ending by
”ant”

IV. SYSTEM OVERVIEW

We now describe the whole spotting system. Its input is
a document image, in which the set of keywords is spotted,
while the output is the position hypotheses of each keyword
in the document. In the following sections we will provide the
details of the processing steps.

A. Line segmentation

To evaluate our system, we use the RIMES database used
for the 2011 ICDAR handwriting recognition competition [14].
In this database, each document is segmented into lines and
the coordinates of the corresponding line polygons are given.
As the line segmentation quality is relatively low, we propose
an algorithm based on connected-components-analysis in order
to remove peripheral noise belonging to other lines. Figure 5
shows the result of this algorithm on a text line image.

(a) Input image

(b) Output image

Fig. 5. Line segmentation cleaning

B. Preprocessing

Preprocessing is applied to line images in order to eliminate
noise and to ease the feature extraction procedure. In an ideal
handwriting model, the words are supposed to be written
horizontally and with ascenders and descenders aligned along
the vertical direction. In real data, such conditions are rarely

respected. We use skew (See Figure 6) and slant (See Figure
7) correction so as to normalize the text line image [15]. A
contour smoothing is then applied to eliminate small blobs on
the contour.

(a) Input image

(b) Output image

Fig. 6. Deskew correction

(a) Input image

(b) Output image

Fig. 7. Deslant correction

C. Feature extraction

Each text line image is divided into vertical overlapping
windows or frames. The feature set has shown its efficiency in
the 2009 ICDAR word recognition competition [16], [17]. Two
types of features are considered: (i) contour based features and
(ii) density based features. Contour based features are extracted
from the upper contour, it is made of of 15 features:

• 8 directional density features.

• 4 structural features providing additional information
about structure of the contour like the loops, the
turning points, the simple lines, and the end points.

• 3 features indicate the position of the upper contour
points in the window.

Density feature set is based on density and concavity
features. It is made of 26 features:

• 9 are baseline independent (for instance: black pixels
density in the window and in every column of this
window, position of the writing pixels)

• 17 are baseline dependent (for instance: black pixel
density upon and under baselines, local pixels config-
urations regarding baselines, ...)

The complete feature set is made of 41 features. More detailed
description of features is given in [16].

D. Models training

We have considered Nc = 71 characters: 26 lower case
letters, 26 capital letters, 10 digits, a space model, accented
letters (é, è, ê, à) and punctuations models (.,’, -, /). All these
models have been trained using an embedded training using
labeled text line images. The uppercase (U), lowercase (L), and
digit (D) models are trained similarly on the same training



database using respectively all uppercase letters, lowercase
letters and digits. The ground truth transcription of each
text line is converted into its corresponding upper/lower case
digit sequence. The hyperparameters of the HMM have been
experimentally determine on a validation dataset. We have
Ns = 4 states per character, the width of the frame window
has been set to Np = 8 pixels with an overlapping factor of
Nr = 6 pixels.

V. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

To evaluate the performance of our system, experiments
have been conducted on the RIMES database used for the 2011
ICDAR handwriting recognition competitions [14]. The train-
ing database is composed of 1.500 documents, the validation
and test sets are composed respectively of 100 documents. In
order to evaluate the spotting system, we compute recall (R)
and precision measures (P). To do this, the number of true
positives (TP), false positives (FP), and false negatives (FN) are
evaluated for all possible threshold values. From these values, a
recall-precision curve is presented by cumulating these values
over all keyword queries.

R =
TP

TP + FN
P =

TP

TP + FP

A. Word spotting results

We evaluate the proposed word spotting system with the
two different fillers, and two score normalization methods, as
described in section 2. The vocabulary normalization strategy
is evaluated with the complete non-keyword lexicon (1200
words), and with a reduced lexicon of 100 words using Lev-
enshtein distance. Figure 8 shows the results for 25 keywords.
The recall-precision curves are given using a global threshold,
i.e the threshold value is independent of the keyword. The
obtained result show that the normalization strategy based on
filler model outperforms the reduced vocabulary based method.
The vocabulary normalization strategy gives better result when
considering the complete non-keyword lexicon, but with high
computational complexity. As shown in Figure 8, the best
performance is obtained using the traditional Character filler
for decoding and normalization. The proposed filler model
appears to be an effective method to speed up the decoding
process with a slight effect on the system performance. In
practice, this filler model speed up considerably the decoding
step, it is 5 times faster than the decoding with traditional filler.

Additional experiments have been conducted using 50 and
100 keywords to investigate the effect of different number
of keywords on the system performance. For this experi-
ment, we test only the configuration that have given the best
performance. Figure 9 shows the obtained results using the
character filler and the filler based normalization. The system
performance is affected by the size of the keyword list because
the precision of the system decreases as the size of the list
increases.

B. Regular expression results

To evaluate our system for the detection of regular ex-
pressions, 15 different queries have been used corresponding
to 2 different requests : ”finding any word beginning by S”

Fig. 8. Word spotting performance for 25 keywords

Fig. 9. Word spotting performance with varying numbers of keywords

and ”finding any word finishing by S”, where S is the query
substring. We have selected different substring length which
varies from 2 to 5 letters. We evaluate the system with the two
different fillers and the filler normalization strategy as shown
in Figure 10. The obtained results confirm the difficulty of the
task, compared to the word spotting problematic. The obtained
break-even-point 1 is equal to 48% which is clearly lower to
the word spotting break-even-point for 25 keywords which is
equal to 63% as shown in Figure 9. We present in Figure 11
the obtained results of 4 different queries corresponding to the
substrings ”effe”, ”pa”, ”com” and ”cha”. We notice that the
obtained results strongly depend of the substring query. For
example, the worst results are for the subtring ”cha”, which
can be explain by the presence of many words begining by
”cha” in the vocabulary like (chainement, chang, changement,
changer, chaque, charbon, chaussettes).

1Given a precision-recall curve, the Precision/Recall Break-Even Point
(PRBEP) is the value at which the precision is equal to the recall.



Fig. 10. Recall-precision results for Regular expression detection

Fig. 11. Regular expression result examples

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have presented an original spotting system
in unconstrained handwritten documents. It relies on a global
line modeling based on HMMs, without the need for word or
character segmentation. The originality of the method consists
in proposing a new filler model which allows to speed-up the
decoding process. In addition, we propose an extension to the
search for regular expression. To the best of our knowledge,
this problematic has remained unexplored in the literature.
Future works will include the improvement of the regular
expression detection system by enriching our models to detect
digits and lower/upper letters. It is envisaged to proceed in two
stages: a first system provides concise and flexible means to
localize patterns, and a second level to recognize the detected
utterance with more sophistical classifiers.
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